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About This Game

Travel to the fantasy land of Titania, a world once thriving with magic and peace... Until, from within its very heart, the seed of
corruption started to grow and darkness threatened to enshroud all of its islands and their inhabitants in ruin and desolation. To

save the world from this catastrophic fate, you shall yield the magical powers of the very land itself by matching gemstones,
using the mana from within them to summon a variety of magical Fairies to aid you in your battle against the malicious

Darklings.

Features:

 Test your reflexes and collect mana - Collect mana to summon fairies by matching 3 or more gems of the same color.
But beware, for the Darklings are relentless and will stop at nothing until the whole land is consumed!

 Summon a variety of Fairies to aid you in battle - Each of the 8 fairies available in the game has their own
characteristics and powers, so choose your allies wisely as you prepare yourself to fight!

 Fight against hordes of Darklings - Each Darkling has unique traits and special dark magic of their own, so make haste
and drive them away before they consume the whole land!
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 Use magical potions to enhance your fairy allies - Perform large matches in order to be rewarded with magical potions
that allow you to summon Arcane versions of your Fairy allies, increasing their magical powers and abilities far beyond
their limits!

 Enhance your own abilities and give yourself new powers with a plethora of magical items - Use the coins acquired in
battle to purchase many items and equipments that will give you the edge and turn the tides of the battle in your favor!

 Battle through the many Islands in the land of Titania - Travel through a mysterious and magical world in more than 80
stages spread across 8 Islands, each with its own unique hazard that will challenge your ability as a player to adapt to
survive and thrive!

 Battle against fearsome Bosses - Each Island has its own particular boss stage, where the player will test their might
against one of the mighty Dragons and their horde of Darklings to free the Islands of their cursed fates.

 Unlock achievements and collect rewards - Perform great feats to unlock achievements, and acquire bonus coins as a
reward for your efforts!
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This is a very well designed exploratory adventure for all ages, with a nostalgic feel, but enough challenge to keep adults
entertained for hours. It skirts the line between a point-and-click adventure and a platformer, and has plenty of collectibles and
challenging achievements.. I've played it before on a pc . Was glad to find it for Mac but..... Random chrashes ,crash at start up
... Though played it about 5 hours and I regret the purchase for now . Unplayable till the bug-fixes come out .. Kind of
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665shmup but real pretty; would recommend.. Short (I needed less than an hour to
finish), but nice atmosphere and different possibilities to actually die increase the tension. Puzzles difficulty level is low, but it
at least forced me to take some notes on safe codes, frequencies and especially the plant-mix-puzzle.
I enjoyed this one.. This beautiful and kinetic composition delivers, encompassing an array of tracks both serene and energetic.
This soundtrack really makes me believe it fits with the older, retro-electronica era of the 80s and 90s. When coupled with the
graphics and gameplay it makes me feel like I'm playing a video game from that same time period. To the composer: you did a
stellar job with this set, and must be so proud. \u2665. Yeah, it was kinda passably cute for most of the game. Then I got to the
last boss, which is brutally hard -- not because of the boss design, but because of the terrible, unnecessarily twitchy controls.
And it goes on for way too long, with attacks simply repeating over and over. So the narrator may be
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but the game designer is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
Fantastic software, high quality playback, and a really nice built in file editor for cutting bits and pieces out you don't like. Great
for memeing in any games, making your stream more lively or adding some flavor to your discord \/ teamspeak \/ skype. I've
found that I have a habit of opening it on my computer nearly whenever I'm on it.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing exploiting
steam so i can't refund this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.. SimpleRockets is one of those games you get really
addictive to it then after a few days you get bored of it and leave it, Simply because it takes to long to learn new things )like
learning to land on the "smoon") But then you get back to it and it starts all over again.

In my opinion, they should keep updating it with new fuel containers \/ rockets so we dont have a small variation on it. I would
recomend it but only if you love space or you want to learn from it. I would rate it at least a 9 \/ 10 for good physics and realistic
calculations.
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Last updated Jan\/2018.... abandoned game? Seems like it, avoid.. A remake of Tetris, nothing too special though
The developer added their own verson of Tetris with "blocks" different from the classic Tetris while also allowing players to
play the classic mode

Personal Rating: 6.5\/10

(I hope they can add achivements to the game). This game is bad yo. Choice of Games usually runs from OK to Pretty Damn
Good, and this was...I wanna say, embarrassingly bad?. waisted my money on this game it looked very good in the trailer so i
bought the game and most of the DLC's (i know not the best idea) and started playing. IT IS TERRIBLE. I there is almost no
content to do even with the DLC's. Dangerous High School Girls in Trouble - Oh noes

Believe it or not this is an RPG - a hillarious vintage board game with unique mechanics and a role-playing soul, to be
exact\/more vague. Set in the early 20th century, you control a group of high school girls trying to solve a mystery murder,
which leads them to uncover a darker secret involving the whole city. The skills you invest in are Rebellion, Glamour, Savvy and
Popularity. You level up by using those in appropriate 'mini games', which always involve interacting with the townsfolk.

Both writing and the art are superb. While exploring it for 15 hours or so, I encountered some weird things - a talking pony, a
split personality, a desk serving as a policeman, a ghost hired to scare unwanted visitors... The story got more ridiculous, more
interesting and more serious as I progressed. By the end it felt like Doctor Who, catching you off-guard with messed up
revelations & profound thoughts, right in the middle of the laugh. Let's just say I understood why it got banned by Big Fish
Games.

If this got you interested at all, try it - a tad repetitive mini games don't detract from this one of a kind experience!

V e r d i c t : GREAT, with some room for improvement. One of the best arcade racers for the price. Strongly recommend
controller. AI computer drivers are very fast, hard to beat!. I followed a shady looking real estate salesman showing a suited
client prospective real estate from his hot air balloon. They looked at a nice little windmill on the coast (which the suit guy said
he couldn't afford) before looking at a nearby island where real estate guy suggests they build a theme park. That's when things
started to get weird. Before you know it real estate guy is claiming he's been able to control hot air balloons using his mind since
he was a baby and suit guy is talking about capturing a Kaiju penguin to exhibit in some sort of demented cartoon Jurassic Park
he plans to build!
  There are lots of these characters all doing their own thing in this island microcosm. You can move (fly) around the island
using the touchpad on a controller. When you near a character the speech bubble above his head becomes visible. It's passive,
you can't interact with the characters so it's not a game - more like being a spectator in a sort of freeform animated tv show. The
dialogue is eclectic but often amusing.

Cons:
-no sound effects.
-movement system needs some work. Can make turns in approx 45 degree increments but the screen blanks for a second whilst
you do so, which is annoying.
-would be great to be able to 'lock' onto a character and auto follow them. Sometimes dialogue gets blocked by other objects in
the scene.
- I'll never know if suit guy got to exhibit the giant Penguin!

  If you've got kids this would be great to use as a storytelling tool, maybe with voiceover from the adult watching the monitor as
the child follows the exploits of a character in VR. I enjoyed this far more than i expected even without kids. With clever
writing and more evolved engine this could be a really interesting branch of VR.

Rating 8\/10. Fun game. Worth the price. Would like to play more like this!. HUH! HUH! HUH! HUH!
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